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About Us

**Hashbyte Studio** is pledged to provide cutting edge service in the Design and Engineering Industry. Being constantly engaged in the service industry, we provide indigenous service and push the horizon to the next level. We are proud to have ingenuity and passionate professionals in our team who can render projects according to the client’s expectation. We always keep track of the market trends and new technologies and incorporate them into our projects, making it unique and prominent in the digital platform.

Hashbyte Studio has developed some of the most iconic and versatile games and apps that are popular among users. We focus mainly on the quality of service. We follow a sustainable approach in developing our products and that is one of the main reasons to have a good client base where they have a trust on our skills. Keeping the client’s vision as a guideline, the conceptual design is created and developed. Teamwork is the major asset of our company- we work hand in hand and respect new ideas and try to incorporate it in our work. By doing so, we are able to deliver a better product.

Learning is an ongoing activity in our organization and we make sure to share the knowledge among the team. Also, we translate what we learn into action and the end result is always extraordinary.

We try to balance both the technology and entertainment industry and try to incorporate the best of both. We focus on different platforms like mobile apps, mobile games, consoles and web apps and develop products that are accessible in any medium. Apart from the client’s requirements, our engineers and programmers use their innovations and experiment with new technologies in different genres as well.
Missions & Vision

Mission

“Create Games that users love to Play.”

Vision

“To become the best Game development company in India.”
Our Services

- Game Design & Development
- Character Design
- User Experience And Interface
- Augmented Reality
- Virtual Reality
- Illustrations And Concept-Art
Our Portfolio

Game Design & Development
BattleCow Unleashed

An Action Arcade Game

The Battle cow is an arcade shooter mobile (iOS and Android) game filled with tons of action and scenic fantasies. Controller’s engineering is a precise description of a perfect user-experience game design. A simple yet extremely intelligent algorithm- gives players complete control over every intended action. With a fresh concept, the Battle cow will constantly push players to explore, engage and encounter all the challenges.
Story Board

BattleCow is all set for Revenge!

YAY!! the Farm is free from Enemies.
Character Design

In the game BattleCow, we have introduced many different special characters each of which has a unique strength and capabilities to fight the enemies. Some of the special characters have more health and damage resistance power to sustain longer in the game. The users can unlock the special characters using the in-app purchases.

After receiving a huge user response, we have introduced few special characters. Also, we are working on few other characters that will be released soon.
Maps and Layout

Different Environments

The BattleCow must rescue the friends from the enemies. The Haywire valley is filled with interesting scenic experience with different themes like the Greenery, Soothing water, Lava theme, Fiery waterfalls, Mystical environment, and Healing grass. Each theme has unique features and elements that intensify the user’s experience while playing the game.

- Greenary
- Soothing water
- Lava theme
- Firey waterfall
- Mystical environment
- Healing grass
Unicorn Run

Candy Land

An Endless Runner Game

The game takes place in the Candy land where it is filled with yummylicious berries. The players ride on the alluring Unicorn destructing the obstacles and collecting berries. The objective of this game is to make as many Fans as possible. This game is designed targeting the “fantasy Unicorn character“ fans.
Unicorn Run Character Skins
Unicorn Run Background Illustrations
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©HashByte Studio
A Hub of ultimate Puzzles

Are you ready for some exciting workouts to train your brain? Yes, you heard it right.

We have a bundle of puzzle games that make you juggle your mind and keep you engaged all through the day. You need not be a genius to solve these puzzles, well! we do have hard combinations while you can choose the ones that suit your needs.

The puzzle games are fun-filled, entertaining, and designed to help the mental capability, so you can even learn a lot by playing this game.

This single app contains all the elements to make you crazy and kick your boredom. This is an unconventional and addictive game designed for both kids and adults. What is your choice? Is it Word puzzle, Sudoku, Word game, Tic Tac Toe, Jigsaw, or One line puzzle? Each game is designed in an intuitive and creative way so that the games are unique and unusual.

We have a lot more coming up to add more fun to the game. For a puzzle maniac, this is a soulful package.
Grind My Gears

A casual Arcade Game

Grind my Gears is a challenging board game that tests the players quantitative aptitude level. The players have to match the colored and numbered gears including other objectives to clear the board and move to the next level.
The user interface of the game is interesting and engaging with vibrant colors. The background UI is in shades of grey and purple with a metallic interface. The game screen has a grid board with colored and numbered gears. The time limit and the level is mentioned at the top of the board while the special gears and score are placed at the bottom of the screen.
The Nintendo Switch is a gaming console with Joy-Con controllers used for motion sensing and user input. The users can play in the hand-held mode or the docked mode. This device is similar to the XBOX and Playstation.

Developing the switch version for Evolution was quite challenging as it was different from the PC and mobile versions. We had to convert the entire game to the joystick mode. However, the framework for the switch was similar to that of the mobile version which was helpful in designing the gameplay. The Joy-Con includes two individual units, each consisting of an analog stick and an array of buttons.
**setting up for console**

- **Analog stick:** Using the analog stick the players can scroll from text screen to game screen. The players can navigate through the buttons and move cards. They can also go through other player's cards.

- **A:** We call this the confirmation button. This is the main selection button with which the players can select the cards and species. Using this button, players can feed the species.

- **X:** Like the drag and drop option in the mobile version, we use the buttons in the switch version. We use this button to play the trade cards.
Video Poker
Deuces Wild

Releasing Soon...
If you were to put together the greatest hits list of card games, you’d have to put Bridge at the top of the list.

Download on the App Store

* Only development is done by Hashbyte Studio in unity software.
Features we developed

Bridge is a fun and challenging game that is enjoyed by players of all ages. Rubber Bridge is the perfect game for beginners and experts alike.

The Help buttons (?) along the way, helps you to play the game further, if you are confused or stuck in the middle of the game.

Challenge yourself with the AI on Different game modes which is Easy, Medium and Hard. Depending on the modes, the gameplay is more challenging and it also tests your skillset.

Playing the Game on 17 + Different Bidding Conventions follows the American Yellow Card Rules.

The AI follows all the bidding conventions to make the game more realistic and challenging.

With More Conventions such as SAYC, ACOL And Standard bidding conventions lets you play with more interesting American Bidding System and can help you make your skills grow more.

* Only development is done by Hashbyte Studio in unity software.
Blood of Patriots

ELECTION FIGHT 2020

Produced & Designed by

12 TO 6 STUDIOS

Hired for development in Unity

Download on the
App Store

*all design work has been done by 12 to 6 Studios.
*all design work done by 12 to 6 Studios

We have used fighting motion effects in the game, so that each movement of the characters are entertaining.

The smooth 3D motion controls for characters are included in the game. The players can even custom fighting moves. This is a typical street-fighter based, challenging politician fighting game.
Oceans: a standalone game in the Evolution series where you create a vibrant web of marine life through millions of years of evolution. It populates the beautifully illustrated Reef and Ocean boards. Your goal is to create and evolve species so they find their niche in the growing ecosystem, by giving them helpful combinations of traits.

In Hashbyte we are designing the digital version of this board game. Below is the link where you can check the board game trailer: [Watch Trailer]
Our Portfolio

Character Design
Günther

He is a determined soldier who is always ready to stand in front and fight for his country. No bullets or explosives scare him, and he has fought the deadliest fight and fears nothing.
Hilda

Hilda is a warrior woman who defends the core feminine values. As a swordswoman, she is a warrior who is worth a thousand, who is ready to confront a demon or a god.
Fantasy Characters
Fantasy Characters
Fantasy Characters sketch & final concept
A boy with the fish coat
A girl with the yellow skirt
Battlecow Character
Battlecow Character
Battlecow Character
Hipopus
Want Peace
Our Portfolio

Illustrations And Concept-Art
Building Concept - Fantasy Game
Building Concept - Fantasy Game
Bubble Journey
Game concept
Bubble Journey Obstacle & Power-Ups concepts
Our Portfolio

User Experience And Interface
HeadsUp Trading is an online betting app that uses real currency. The app allows you to bet from 10 pounds to 250,000 pounds and allows you to bet up to 5 currencies. Including the user, 8 members can place a bet at a time. If you win, you get the betting amount and you can further continue betting other currencies. The app gives you the option to delete the pip and select another currency if you think you might lose. The UI is simple, appealing and interactive. Do try your luck betting..!
Food Delivery

An online Food Delivery App

The users can order food online using the Food Delivery app. You can search for your favorite cuisine from the list (such as Asian, French, Italian, Mexican, etc.). Once when you select the cuisine, the app will display the restaurants that offer that food.

All you need is

FOOD
Medipoint is a Dashboard Prototype designed exclusively for Hospital management. The app is designed from the Admin perspective, but it can be used by Patients as well as Doctors. Using this Dashboard, we can know the Doctor’s availability, the Patient’s appointment, the availability of beds, prescriptions and the finances related to sales.
Responsive Design
Fashion Facotry

An e-commerce website

Fashion Factory is an e-commerce website Prototype that sells fashionable and affordable clothing for women and men. The website is designed to be user-friendly so that the users can search for the product and instantly move it to the cart. We have used bold and rich colors for the website to amplify the fashion world.
Swift Surf is a product selling website prototype that sells the stand-up paddle (SUP) boards and surfboards. We have used the micro-interaction on the website to direct the user’s attention towards the website and to ease the interaction.
Website design
Online Concert App wireframes

INSTNNT WIREFRAME FLOW
Sudoku Wireframes

Sudoku
FLOW CHART
Thankyou for exploring our work!

To know more please visit our website:  www.hashbytestudio.com
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